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Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Ore Mountains to Jizera Mountains (M-ID: 3267)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3267-ore-mountains-to-jizera-mountains

from €949.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
6 days
08/03/2024 - 08/08/2024 6 days

On lonely roads over mountains and through valleys
Right in the middle of the motorcycle paradise Ore Mountains begins our guided motorcycle tour.
Followed by the spectacular "Taiga landscape" in the Jizera Mountains and the sensational, a
rideble motorcycle cave in the Czech Republic.

This varied three-country motorcycle tour serves you pure
biker feeling on four days of riding together. Interesting and
informative stops and a shot of culture during the city tour
in Dresden - the pearl on the Elbe - round off the program.
You will experience this and much more on fantastic biking
routes, commuting between the borders, so to speak
history "to touch" on the German, Czech and Polish side.

The Jizera Mountains, located between the Czech Republic
and Poland, is still an insider tip for motorcyclists. Unique
motorcycle routes, characterized by curves and hairpin
bends, promise us a touring experience in a class of its
own. Our motorcycle tour runs largely on roads with little
traffic through the Ore Mountains, Elbe Sandstone
Mountains and Bohemia. Bizarre mountains, rocks
towering like pins and deep gorges form the backdrop to
this motorcycle tour. A special experience is the visit of the
biker's cave or also called devil's cave, which offers us a
somewhat different "inn stay". In addition, many
unforgettable highlights await us on this adventure
motorcycle tour to the East. Coming from the Reichenberg
Cauldron, the Ještěd TV Tower, visible from afar, shows us
the way to the viewing platform. Here we are offered a
grandiose, cinematic panoramic view of the Reichenberg
region reflected in the shadow of the extinct volcanoes.
After an entertaining ride, Saxony's state capital finally
welcomes us with its sights. Exclusively for our motorcycle
tours, a Dresden native takes us on a guided tour of the old
town, where we delve into the history of the city.

In summary, a motorcycle tour that offers nature, culture,
riding fun and last but not least culinary delights in the
almost unknown East of Europe as a total package!

Are you looking for a short break with the most beautiful
means of transportation in the world? You want to
experience a motorcycle trip with friends, which does not
make too high demands on the curve technique? Varied
routes and an appealing program are still a must for you?

Then this guided motorcycle tour is ideal for you.
Experience your personal bike adventure "Between Ore
Mountains and Jizera Mountains"!

- Program, hotel and route changes are reserved! -

- - -

Day 1: Off to the Ore Mountains! (individual arrival)

The starting point of our motorcycle tour is a family-run
hotel in the Ore Mountains. We arrive at the hotel by 18:00.

At dinner we get to know each other and get in the mood
for the three-country corner motorcycle tour ahead of us
during the subsequent tour briefing.

If you arrive by car and trailer, parking is available at the
hotel for the duration of the motorcycle tour.

Overnight stay: Near Marienberg (Ore Mountains)

- - -

Day 2: Curving fun from the Ore Mountains to the north of
the Czech Republic
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Our day's stage takes us through the pristine landscape of
the Ore Mountains and the Czech Republic. In the
Komotauer Land, in the northwest of Bohemia, countless
stories and remote, winding roads await us, on which we
"wag" extensively between Germany and the different
border landscape of the Czech Republic.

Of course, the Fichtelberg must not be missing in the tour.
With its 1,215 m, the highest and one of the most beautiful
mountains in eastern Germany, it rewards us with a unique
view and gives us a taste of the motorcycle terrain ahead of
us in the coming days.

Overnight stay: Decin (Czech Republic)

Daily mileage: approx. 250 km

- - -

Day 3: Pure nature from the Elbe to the Jizera Mountains

The Elbe accompanies us through the picturesque Elbe
Sandstone Mountains and invites us to one or the other
photo stop. We cruise through the Sorbian part of Saxony...
The half-timbered houses of the Sorbs, restored with great
attention to detail, pass us by like a ride through a model
landscape. After this picture book landscape we leave the
Czech Republic and cross the border into Poland. The
monastery Hejnice in northern Bohemia, framed by
picturesque nature, shows us the way to the Wittichbaude.
Already more than 100 years ago, travelers have stopped
here and enjoyed a hearty snack or regional delicacies.
Freshly strengthened, the untouched nature of the Jizera
Mountains now stands in front of us. We enjoy the winding
biker roads alternating with breathtaking viewpoints. After
this high pleasure of biking, our hotel in Liberice, which is
housed in historic walls, awaits us. After a day filled with
many experiences, we let the historical architecture of the
old town of Liberice, formerly Reichenberg, take its toll on
us.

Overnight stay: Liberice

Daily distance: about 190 km

- - -

Day 4: Experience biker cave and curve waving: Through
Saxon Switzerland to Dresden

The Ještěd TV tower can already be seen from the city and
after a short ride offers us a unique 360 degree panoramic
view of the North Bohemian Jeschken Mountains.

One last look and we start towards the Svitava Valley,
which owes its name to the idyllic little river Svitava
(Zwitte). Gigantic sandstone rocks pile up and house a
motorcycle cave - the highlight, because the cave is
passable by motorcycle up to the counter. Let yourself be
surprised... Another highlight of our motorcycle trip is the
Bastei. This famous rock formation in Saxon Switzerland
offers us a wide view into the Elbe valley and over the Elbe
Sandstone Mountains.

After these unique photo motifs we arrive in the "Florence
on the Elbe" - Dresden. During an exclusive guided tour of
the city, we experience the changing history of the city and
end the day with dinner in the old town.

Overnight stay: Dresden

Daily distance: approx. 160 km

- - -

Day 5: From Dresden to the tranquil Ore Mountains

We leave the city behind and head north to Moritzburg
Castle. The former hunting lodge of Duke Moritz is probably
the most beautiful moated castle in Saxony and offers us a
unique photo motif. After this feast for the eyes, we swing
south and let the biker roads of the Free State of Saxony
take their toll on us... until, as if out of nowhere, the
showpiece bobsled run of the former GDR lies before us. Of
course we don't miss this building and change from the
bike to the "racing sled". A breath of Olympia is in the air...
And winding it continues until our meeting point hotel in the
heart of the Ore Mountains welcomes us again with a cool
drink.

The days fly by and a multi-faceted motorcycle tour lies
behind us, which guarantees us plenty to talk about in the
evenings.

Overnight stay: Near Marienberg (Ore Mountains)
Daily mileage: approx. 170 km

- - -

Day 6: Individual journey home
Once again we have breakfast together, then it is time to
say goodbye. On the individual journey home we will be
accompanied by our memories of the past tour through the
Saxon Ore Mountains and Northern Bohemia.
Once again we will have breakfast together, then it is time
to say goodbye. On the individual journey home, our
memories of the past tour through the Saxon Ore
Mountains and Northern Bohemia will accompany us.
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Countries Germany

Poland

Czech Republic

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

3 star hotel

4 star hotel

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty easy

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared twin/double room (Only available for a booking of two persons. Single
travelers need to choose the single room surcharge.)

€949.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room (pillion passengers can only book
along with an accompanying rider)

€859.00

per person single room (surcharge, only available with an additional selection of the
basic price "per rider in shared twin/double room")

€179.00

Included

5x overnight stay in comfortable hotels, accommodation in double room with bath or shower+toilet, optionally
in single room (surcharge), incl. local taxes ("Kurtaxe")

5x dinner (three-course menu or evening buffet in the hotel, alternatively restaurant visit out on certain
evenings)

5x breakfast or breakfast buffet

4x guided motorcycle tours by our experienced tour guides

Daily detailed tour briefing

Detailed tour book

1x guided tour of Dresden (followed by dinner in the old town)

Parking fees for the motorcycles at the hotel stays
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Guarantee certificate according to § 651r BGB for package tours

Not included

All services, meals and drinks not listed in the service description

Tolls and freeway fees

Gasoline and operating fluids

Drinks and snacks during breaks, entrance fees

Travel Cancellation/Trip Interruption Insurance

More details

Start/End: Meeting point hotel near Marienberg (Ore Mountains)

Travel time: 6 days incl. arrival and departure

Total distance: approx. 770 km

Daily riding distance: approx. 160 km to 250 km, average approx. 195 km per day

Route profile: Asphalted country roads in good to medium condition. The route includes curvy and partly
narrow sections.

Level of difficulty: Suitable for motorcycle touring beginners or re-beginners.

Riding time per day: up to 9 hours incl. lunch/coffee breaks and photo stops

Group size: up to 10 bikes per group (plus guide), maximum 2 groups

Minimum number of participants: 6 people

Escort vehicle: No

Good to know:

Individual arrival: If the distance between your home and the meeting point is very long, we will be happy to
advise you on planning your individual journey. If you wish, we can organize parking for your car and your
motorcycle trailer at the meeting point for the duration of the tour.

Travel documents: A valid identity card is sufficient for border crossings on this motorcycle tour.

Protection letter: We recommend a vehicle insurance policy for all motorcycle trips, as it provides useful
services in the event of a breakdown, accident or other emergency. The cheapest cover is usually offered by
your vehicle insurance provider (often already included in the contract). The various clubs also offer cover
letter services, where they are usually included in the annual premium.

Health insurance: We recommend for all international motorcycle tours the conclusion of a separate foreign
health insurance with medical repatriation. Our Allianz partner will be happy to provide you with a suitable
offer.
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